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You think, now I have a place to which I can always return in my mind.  

You think, I’ve never seen so many different shades of green.  

You think, the breeze feels like a baptism.  

You think, this is a great start to a promising weekend.  

You stop thinking. 

You are standing before the awesome verdant beauty of the Mesopotamia Valley.  

Hairoun, ‘Land of the Blessed’, was the island’s Carib name; and as you take in the country’s “bread 

basket” – from which many mouths are fed with banana, mango, coconut, breadfruit, and more – you 

do feel like one of the blessed.  

Here is St. Vincent and the Grenadines, which has lured many a wanderer from Jack Sparrow of Pirates 

of the Caribbean fame (yes, the movie was filmed right here at spots like Wallilabou and Petit Tabac in 

the Tobago Cays) to latter day celebrities – including a Rolling Stone or two – drawn by the unspoiled 

beauty of The Grenadines (or Los Pájoros, as they were once called by the Spanish).  

Earlier, your plane descending towards the airport at Arnos Vale, the sight of boys playing on a black 

sand beach inlet – testimony to the island’s volcanic nature, and the jagged, rocky perimeter and green 

mountainous terrain announced that this was not your typical Caribbean beach paradise. 

Here, you’ll learn, more than a single river runs through it. You hear it as you cross stone bridges 

through rural villages where uniformed school children have recently been liberated to the weekend’s 

adventures, and where some have already set up an impromptu game of street cricket, around which 

your driver has to maneouvre.  

You hear it, sometime later, as you descend the stone steps in Montreal Gardens, just north of 

Mesopotamia, to the river at the perimeter of this lush seven and a half acre eden. And just as white and 

red beds of begonias and anthuriums, reddish purplish cordylines, orangey-red African tulip trees, the 

peace lily making a river of white under the stone bridge…  prove a feast for the eyes; the freely running 

water teases other senses. With the hulking trees nearer the bottom of the garden filtering the light, the 

sound creates a rain-forest-like effect; and the river itself lures you to strip your feet bare and dip into 

the cool water, completing the baptism.  

Water is a big part of life in St. Vincent. So much of livelihood – from fishing to yachting – is linked to it. 

You have to cross the water, though only about 200 yards of it, to get to Young Island, a 35-acre island 

resort where dinner and the night’s rest awaits.  



 

 

“Elle est transparon! O mon dieu, quelle est belle!” – or something like that – exclaims one of your 

fellow travelers on board the small ferry; and you don’t have to parlez français to know that the water 

has worked its magic on her too.     

There is interesting lore about Young Island; about how Chatoyér, chief of chiefs among the Black Caribs, 

who fended off European occupation in the 1700s, traded it to Sir William Young – a high ranking 

member of the British colonial administration – reportedly for a white horse. It’s soon obvious that 

Young, assuming this is more than fiction, got the better half of the deal.  

You dine on crab back with mango sauce and fish filet, seated in intimate gazebos with the beach 

literally at your feet.  

You’ll find that on St. Vincent, where sea food features prominently on just about every menu, you 

won’t be able to say no to the spoils of the sea. Before the weekend is out, you’ll have sampled conch 

chowder, shrimp marinara, sea food pasta, fish curry, and fish pastry at spots like Beachcombers and 

Villa Lodge in Villa, and Gingerbread in Bequia. You’ll find, too, that just about everything goes down 

well with Hairoun, the local beer, and surely among the best of the Caribbean brews. 

But food aside Young Island feels like an indulgence, though one you’ve totally earned. That’s right, 

you’ve earned the soak in the plunge pool on the balcony of your hillside suite, the time to laze about in 

your personal hammock watching the lights along Calliaqua Bay, the taste of the fresh fruit set out for 

you, the hedonistic delight of showering almost in the open. Surely, those with beachside rooms cannot 

have it as good as you.  

Alas, there’s no time for a treatment at the Spa Kalina, but that’s what return trips are for; and you will 

take with you the hike up to Howard’s Point, from which Rockfort or Fort Duvernette – a vestige of 

French occupation of the island in the days when it was a colonial chess piece – seems within touching 

distance.  

Further away from the mainland, about an hour’s ride by ferry, is Bequia, the largest of the Grenadine 

islands. The ferries dock at Admiralty Bay, right at Bequia’s only town, Port Elizabeth, where shops and 

any number of eateries and drinking spots line the strip. 

Driving up to Fort Hamilton, which overlooks Port Elizabeth, is mandatory – as mandatory as a stroll 

along the strip dipping into spots like The Garden, for batik wear, or any of the several model boat 

building shops. At the Bequia bookshop you purchase a copy of The Rise and Fall of the Black Caribs; 

there’s something intriguing about the distinctive history of this island – where blacks, from salvaged 

ships or escaping enslavement in neighbouring islands, merged with the Amerindian population to put 

up a formidable challenge to those who came to conquer, before being exiled to Belize after two Carib 

wars.  

You don’t linger all day on the strip, however; there’s too much else to take in, too little time. This 

includes Spring, a former coconut farm, where the stately trees still line the beaches in abundance, and 



 

 

where Mike Goddard, with other Bequia artists, has his Spring Studios where you can purchase island 

pottery and even watch it being made in the old plantation mill. 

It includes as well, the Old Fort Villa, which offers up another spectacular view, and where a hammock 

can be tested, during short stops, and villas rented for longer stays. 

Moonhole, which the literature from the tourist office in Port Elizabeth, describes as an extraordinary 

creation, meanwhile, certainly epitomizes the eccentricity of the island. The creation of late American 

Tom Johnston, it is home to a number of residences made – inside and out – of stone and etched 

seamlessly into the surroundings. But the so-called live-in sculptures aren’t the only attraction here; the 

moon hole itself is a natural arch through which it is said the moon sets twice a year. Hence, the name.   

Your resting spot for the night is Gingerbread Hotel, ideally located on the beach and mere moments 

from the strip. Its wooden fretwork calls to mind the Victorian era – or maybe children’s fairytales – 

when this style was popular. The spacious room – with its generous four poster bed and double doors 

opening to reveal yachts on the water, and a balcony designed for languid evenings of sunset watching – 

complete the romantic effect.  

But your weekend wouldn’t be complete, would it, without a little more island hopping. Let’s call it a 

long weekend then, and use the time to go all the way down Los Pájoros to Palm Island. As this is 

accessible only by boat, you’ll have to hop a plane to Union Island, southernmost among the Grenadines 

and hub to smaller destinations like the Tobago Cays and Palm, which has the whitest sand and clearest 

water of any of the islands you’ve visited in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Uninhabited except for the 

Palm Island Resort and high-end private residences, it is another level of peaceful. Replete with palms, it 

also has its fair share of Iguanas – Jurassic reptiles in miniature with their leathery, ridged skin. One of 

Palm’s trails, 127 steps to the top for another spectacular view, is even named for them. A return for an 

actual stay at this resort – if only to dip into its pool and under the stone fall, where you imagine that 

with eyes closed, the stone at your back and the water falling all around you, you truly could make the 

rest of the world disappear –  is added to the things-to-do-list. 

There is one thing you must do on this Vincy weekend, however. After dipping into Voyager Duty Free 

shop for keepsakes in St. Vincent’s main city, Kingstown, you must buy a heap of mangoes from a 

vendor, taste of the bread basket so to speak. Now, you might think, there’s no way you’re going to be 

able to eat the whole ‘eap before the weekend’s out; but this is St. Vincent, whose reputation is built on 

defying the odds. 


